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ABSTRACT
The present study is to examine the potential for water harvesting and conservation of ground water against
drought in Mithri watershed lying in semi arid tracts in Pali district of Western Rajasthan (India). Climate data
analysis of forty years (1969-2008) has to know the trends of temperature and rainfall. Average annual rainfall
is 495.8 mm and it shows a decrease of 141 mm in the past fourty years. Maximum and minimum temperature
recorded is 45.5°C and 0°C respectively. General slope of the watershed is from SE to NW and varies from
0-90º at gradients of 12 feet/ mile whereas general elevation is 320m above mean sea level. IRS LISS III data
have been used to prepare thematic maps through visual interpretation. Secondary data was used to prepare
maps of drainage, geology, geomorphology etc. Thematic maps were superimposed in Arc View GIS 3.2 for
Overlay analysis of various parameters such as drainage, geology, geomorphology, and slope has been
attempted in GIS domain to bring out the interrelationship among them.
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INTRODUCTION

only 22 a year. Low to medium rainfalls, high
inter-annual variability in rainfall magnitudes,
very few rainy days makes it vulnerable to
droughts. Rajasthan's vulnerability to droughts is
one of the highest in the country, more so in the
western parts, with the probability of occurrence
as high as 25 percent1. This makes irrigation
development imperative, to proof against
droughts because of agrarian nature of the economy of the region, and the large amount of arable
land, which need irrigation water.
Surface water sources are scarce and the entire state
has always been principally dependent on groundwater for its water needs. Recent studies show the
declining depth of ground water because of its
exhaustive use for irrigation activities. In this
regard the Geographic Information System (GIS)
has emerged as a powerful tool in analysing and
quantifying such multivariate aspects of groundwater occurrence. It is very helpful in delineation of
groundwater prospect and deficit zones2,3. Analysis
of remotely sensed data for drainage, geology, geo-

Rajasthan is located between latitudes 23°3' to
30°12' N and longitudes 69°30' to 78° 17' E covering an area of 342,239 km². It experiences varied climatic conditions ranging from extreme
aridity in the northwestern parts (Jaisalmer) to
sub-humid conditions in the south-eastern parts
(Jhalawar and Banswara) and humid conditions
in the isolated Mount Abu region. However, most
of the state (94.0%) falls under arid and semi-arid
conditions with low and erratic rainfall patterns.
Physiographically, western Rajasthan is covered
in sand and dunes while the eastern, southern and
south-eastern parts are rocky and hilly with very
few alluvial plains. All these factors make
Rajasthan to be water scarce naturally.
Study area which falls in pali district in Western
Rajasthan where average rainfall is 495.8 mm
and where average numbers of rainy days are
*Author for correspondence
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STUDY AREA

morphological and lineament characteristics of the
terrain in an integrated way facilitates effective
evaluation of groundwater potential zones. Such
attempts have been made in the generation of thematic maps for the delineation of groundwater
potential zones in different regions.4-8,10,11

Mithri Watershed lies in Pali block in SouthEast of Pali district, Rajasthan Fig. 1. Its areal
extent is of about 313.91 km² and is located
between 25º00' to 25º15' N latitude and 73º18
and 73º28' E longitudes. About 50% of area is
rugged mountain terrain composed of igneous
crystalline and metamorphic rocks with shallow
overlying soil and a minor amount of unconsolidated sediments. General slope is from SE to
NW at gradients of 12 feet/ mile whereas general in the watershed 320 m above mean sea
level. Maximum and minimum elevation

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Present study attempts to throw light on declining ground water status and water resource
development plan in Mithri watershed lying in
Bali tehsil of Pali district, Rajasthan with the aid
of Remote Sensing and GIS.

Mithri warershed

Fig. 1: Location map of the study area.
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encountered here is 1059 m and 290 m
respectively. Soil is dark grayish brown to
brown, medium textured, moderately sub angular with blocky structure and underlained by
thick strata of lime coated concretionary zone.
Geologically, the area is represented by jalor
granites and gneiss, hornblende schist, calcschist, amphibolite, pyroxene granite, gabbro
and ultramafics (Delhi Super group) in South
and South-East of the watershed and Alluvium
(Quaternary age) in North and North-West.
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and satellite data were geo-referenced with the
help of Ground Control Points (GCPs) obtained
from Survey of India (SOI) topographic maps.
The maps were projected in Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, taking
World Geodetic System (WGS84) as the datum.
SRTM data has also been converted into UTM
projection, and the study area lies in UTM zone
43 north. For geo-referencing, the latitudes and
longitudes of a reference map were converted
into X, Y co-ordinates, and put the
corresponding X-Y co-ordinates on the scanned
maps. Eventually overlay analysis of various
thematic maps was carried out to bring out the
interrelationship. Seconary data in the form of
reports, booklets were also utilized. Field
survey was also conducted to know the status of
ground water depletion for the past twenty
years and effect of this on agriculture.
Climate data analysis
Climate data analysis of 40 years (1969 - 2008)
was carried out in order to know the temperature
and rainfall trends Fig. 2. Data was procured
from IMD, Pune. Maximum and minimum
temperatures registered in the area are 48ºC and
0ºC respectively. The average mean
temperature is 22.5ºC. Climate data analysis
that maximum day time temperature of summer
and winter has increased by 0.04ºC and 0.13ºC
respectively.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Annual rainfall in mm

Temperature in ºC

Survey of India toposheet no. 45 G/8 on
1:50,000 scale of the year 1983 has been utilized for the preparation of base map and
drainage map. SRTM (Shuttle Radar
Topographic Mission) of 90 m resolution data
downloaded from the website (http://www.srtm.
csi.csigar.org) has been utilized for the delineation of Mithri Watershed and preparation of
Elevation and Slope Map (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).
GSI District resource map of Pali district was
utilized for preparation of geological,
geomorphological and hydrological map.
Climate data (1969-2008) pertaining to rainfall
and temperature has been obtained from IMD,
Pune. All the thematic maps generated from
SOI toposheets and GSI District resource map

Average Maximum Temperature
Average Maximum Temperature
Average Raingall
Fig 2. Graph showing the temperature and rainfall trends
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Rainfall
Normal rainfall of the Pali district is 495.8 mm,
where average numbers of rainy days are only 22
a year. Rainfall data analysis for the period
(1969-2008) reveals that the area received maximum rainfall of 1955 mm in 1973 and minimum
rainfall of 0 mm in 2000. The rainfall data analysis shows a declining trend from 596 mm in 1969
to 455 mm in 2008 with total decline of 141 mm
with a standard deviation of 338.34% for 19692008. Steep plunge in rainfall graph in the years
1969, 1974, 1987, 2002 and 2008 points towards
the years of severe droughts that occurred in the
study area. Years of moderate drought were 1971,
1972, 1980, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1989, 1991, 1993,
1998, 2000 and 2004. Mild drought years include
1976, 1982, 1983, 1995, 1999 and 2003 year.
Drainage
River Mithri originates in the South-Western
slopes of the Aravalli range in Pali district by
confluence of local nalas at 720 52' - 730 29' north
and 250 00' -250 30' east. The river is ephemeral
and flows through Jawai, Bali and Falna districts
for about 80 km in North-West direction.

Mithri river in the Mithri watershed flows in
south east and North West direction. Drainage
pattern (Fig. 3) is structurally controlled in the
south east part of watershed as exhibited by parallel to sub-parallel drainage pattern. Drainage
pattern transforms into dendritic as it passes into
alluvial and aeolian sand in North -West part.
Parameters for watershed management
In the present study an attempt has been made to
correlate few morphometric parameters, land
use/land cover analysis, groundwater prospects,
slope/relief to obtain results for identifying areas
for suitable watershed management practices/
measures. The following parameters are
considered :
Morphometric parameters
Under morphometric parameters, drainage density, elongation ratio and relief ratio have been
considered. The areas of high drainage density
represent close surface drainage channels whereas
areas of low drainage density represent widely
spaced drainage channels. High drainage density
permits less infiltration and more surface runoff,
whereas low drainage density permits more

Fig. 3 : Drainage Map of Mithri Watershed.

Fig. 4 : Elevation Map derived
from SRTM data.
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watershed is 2.70/ km.
Elongation ratio
The elongation ratio reflects the shape, rate
of infiltration and relief, higher the elongation ratio reflects circular shape, whereas low
Re values indicate less elongated shape.
Higher the Re values higher will be the infiltration, whereas as very low relief values Re
reflects less infiltration. Higher Re vales normally represents very low relief and slope,
whereas lower Re values indicates high relief
and slope.
Geology, Hydrogeology and Geomorphology
of Mithri Watershed
Geologically southern part of area is represented
by granites and gneiss of Delhi super group
which is at places interspersed by calc-schist,
calc-gneiss, marble and biotite schist whereas
northern part is covered by alluvium and aeolin
deposits
of
quaternary
age
(Fig.6).
Geomorphologically mithri watershed is divided into five geomorphic units namely pediplain,
pediments, buried pediments, flood plain, valley
fill (Fig.7). Three hydrologic units which is
recognised in the study area are consolidated fissured formations comprising phyllite, schist,
gneiss, quartzite, marble, granite.etc and unconsolidated quartzite, and hilly area (Fig.8). (GSI
District resource map)

Fig. 5 : Slope map of Mithri Watershed
infiltration and contributes to groundwater
recharge.
Drainage density
Drainage density is low in the north of study area
as it is covered by alluvial plain and has low
relief favoring infiltration. Whereas in the southern part drainage density is high because of high
relief and steep slope relief. Drainage density of

Table 1 : Stream analysis of Mithri Watershed
S.No
1
2
3
4
5

Watershed
No. Stream Order
Stream Length
Cumulative stream
Stream Length Ratio
Bicurfacation Ratio

1
825
475
475
4

2
195
167.61
642.61
0.35
4.14

Stream Order
3
4
47
16
87.29
66.91
729.9
796.81
0.52
0.76
2.93
5.33

5
3
21
817.81
1.31
3

Table 2 : Morphometric parameters for watershed management
Drainage density (D)

Elongation ratio (Re)

Relief Ratio (Rh)

D=Lu/A
Lu=Total no. streams of all orders
A=Area of the basin(km²)
Re=(2/Lb)*(A/P),
A=Area of the basin(km²)
Lb=Basin length
Rh=H/Lb, H= Relative relief of the basin
818

2.7

0.5

96.5

6
1
30.42
848.23
1.44
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Hills come under Non-potential area, whereas
Granite and Older Alluvium has a water yield of

40-80 and 50-200 m³/day respectively (Table 4).
Water in the older alluvium moves largely

Fig. 6 : Geological map

Fig. 7 : Geomorphological map
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Fig. 8 : Geohydrological map
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Table 3 : General stratigraphic of the rocks in Mithri Watershed,
Pali district, Rajasthan10.
Geologic Unit

Quaternary

Lithologic character

Older
Alluvium

Marwar
Supergroup

Lower to
Middle
Proterozoic
Delhi
Supergroup

SendraAmbaji
Granite

Poorly sorted semi-unconsolidated silt, sand and rubbly gravel
.Average thickness about 40 feet
or less. Generally impregnated
with secondary lime carbonate.

Water bearing
characteristic

Yields moderate to meagre supplies of brackish
water to salty water wells
where present in the zone
of saturation. In much of
the Pali region lies above
the regional water table.

Coarse grey equigranular biotite- Yields moderate to meahornblende granite and fine to gre supplies of fair to
medium grained pink granite.
salty water to wells from
joints and cleavage planes
and from gruss where
present in the zone of saturation.

Table 4 : Hydrogeomorphic units and ground water potential zone
Geomorphology

Geologic unit

Hydrogeomorphic unit

Buried pediments

Alluvium

Flood plain

Alluvium

Consolidated fissured
formation
phyllite, schist, gneiss,
quartzite, marble, granite
etc.
Unconsolidated
Quaternary formation
blown sand, alluvium, clay,
silt, pebble, calcareous
concretion, etc.

Valley fills

Alluvium

Pediment

Schists and granites
Hilly area

Pediplain

Ground water
potential zone
(yield(m³/day)
Moderate
(40-80)

Good to very
good (50 -200)

Poor
(negligible)

Granites and schists

through interstitial openings in the more pervious sand and gravel beds which lie in the zone
between the water table and the underlying
bedrock. The low yields of wells in the older
alluvium are due to its lack of areal continuity, to
its thinness, to its poor sorting and to its low per-

meability which has resulted from the secondary
cementation by lime bicarbonate10. Circulation
of water in the granite occurs through surficial
mantles of disintegrated rock through joints,
sheeting and other minor partings. As a rule in
the granitic terrains the water yielding capacity
820
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of the rock decreases with increasing depth
because the width and number of joints and other
partings decreases as depth increases. In the Pali
region the maximum depth to which the gruss
mantle extends is probably of the order of 90 to
100 feet below the land surface
Impact of depleting water resources
Mithri River is a rain fed river which has a shallow but a wide channel width of about 200m. It
was found during the group discussion and PRA
that surface water bodies
have gradually dried up during the last 20 years.
This is further authenticated by analysing 1998
and 2010 satellite data and subsequent field visits in the villages falling in the watershed.
Farmers having 70-80 bighas of land are unable
to cultivate their land due to non-availability of
water for irrigation. Earlier people used to sell
their extra produce, now they often buy food
grain to feed their family. Farmers have now
switched to crops which require less water like
maize, green gram, jowar, wheat and raida, in
place of cotton and gram. During the group discussion it was found that rainfall has gradually
declined, and temperature has increased. Ponds,
rivelets and small reservoirs have dried up slowly and gradually. As few as 5% of the farmers
have insured their crops.
Because of recurring drought, people have started

Vol. 6 No. 3A, Jan-March 2012

looking for other job options in cities like
Bombay, Pune, Jaipur etc. where they work as
cook, labourers, drivers etc. People use to sell cattle during drought period as they find themselves
unable to bear their fodder cost. NAREGA is
active and most of the household (83%) have been
employed and benefitted under this act. People
work for 90-100 days at daily wage of Rs. 100.
Work done under NAREGA include road cutting,
maintenance work for ponds, nalas etc

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Essentially all of the ground water that occurs in
the rocks of the Pali region originates as rainfall.
The natural fluctuation of the water table in the
Pali region reflects the seasonal distribution of
the rainfall. The rainfall is generally erratic in
areal distribution so that the total amount
received by any particular station varies considerably from year to year. Depth of Water level
ranged from 60 in plain areas to 120 feet in hilly
region 20 years back. However, because of the
recurrence of drought and decreased rainfall in
the last two decades water level has been lowered by 50-60 feet.
During field survey local people reported that
1990 year was a year of good rainfall (1231.6
mm) in the last two decades, during which

Fig 7. Decrease in depth of water table in some of the villages of
Mithri Watershed where field survey was conducted
821
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ground water table rose to 50 feet. Agriculture
production has been good during the 1990-1996
periods. Drought occurred in quick succession
after the year 1996, where 1998, 1999, 2000,
2002 and 2008 were years of large scale

Vol. 6 No. 3A, Jan-March 2012

droughts in the study area. Agriculture produce
has ever decreased since then.
Overlay analysis of geological, geohydrological
and geomorphological in GIS domain reveals
that most of the area in north and north-west

Table 5 : Integeration of Geology, geomorphology, drainage
parameter and Ground water potential zone
Watershed
North west part
of watershed
South west Part
of watershed

Geology &
geomorphology
Alluvium

Drainage
parameter
Drainage density
low
Infiltration high
Drainage density high
Infiltration low

Hills
Granites and gneiss

ground water
potential
Good to moderate

Poor to moderate
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part comes under alluvium, pediments and
pediment zone is has good to moderate water
potential but is impregnated with secondary
deposition of calcium carbonate which influences its workability. Whereas Southern part of
the area comes under Hills and ridges which are
geologically composed of granites that has poor
to moderate ground water prospects.
Integration of various thematic maps such as
drainage, elevation, slope, geological,
geomorphological and Geohydrological map
reveals that water such as check dams,
percolation dams can be constructed in the
southern part of the Mithri Watershed. This is
feasible because of high drainage density and
high Relief Ratio because of presence of hills
and ridges which may help in recharging the
ground water as well as it helps in the
availability of surface water during the dry
season. Over the existing storage, it offers
conservation of water of runoff annually by
developing suitable rainwater harvesting
structures.
From the above discussion, it is apparent that a
comprehensive knowledge of geomorphological
and hydrogeomorpholgical features in
integration with Remote Sensing and GIS
techniques would facilitate in locating and
exploring ground water potential areas for the
development of the region.
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